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New Titles for Children and Young People
Abolafia, Yossi. My Three Uncles; written and illus. by Yossi Abolafia. Greenwillow, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04025-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04024-1. 28p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Line drawings, tinted in combinations of yellow and blue, have a light and restrain-
Ad edly humorous quality. They illustrate a story told by a small girl, a story that is
K-2 anecdotal rather than linear and that may be limited in appeal to some children
because of that fact. The nameless narrator describes a series of efforts to distinguish
one of her uncles from another (they're identical triplets) on successive visits or out-
ings. Sometimes they try to fool her, but after observing their individual character-
istics, the niece/detective finally figures it out. She thinks. Pleasant, but based on
one idea that seems a bit stretched.
D.V. Observation; Uncle-niece relations
Adoff, Arnold. The Cabbages Are Chasing the Rabbits; illus. by Janet Stevens. Harcourt,
1985. ISBN 0-15-213875-7. 32p. $13.95.
There's just a touch of cumulating comic frenzy in the illustrations, colorful
R scenes of flora and fauna in mixed media (ink, watercolor, and colored pencil) that
K-2 echo the cumulation, humor, and repetition of the poem. There's an inner logic to
the fanciful role reversal of vegetables chasing rabbits who are chasing dogs who are
chasing leaves while, in contrapuntal fashion, the birds sit stubbornly on the ground
waiting to be fed and a scandalized owl makes pointed comments about such lazi-
ness. The poem has a blithe, romping quality that should appeal to children whether
or not they are aware of the controlled structure or such devices as refrain and
cumulation.
Alcock, Vivien. Travelers by Night. Delacorte, 1985. ISBN 0-385-29406-9. 182p. $14.95.
Belle and Charlie are circus children, he an orphan who'd been taken in by her
R parents (his aunt and unclde) and she a once-flamboyant tightrope walker who had
4-6 lost her courage and garnered a facial scar in an accident. Now the circus has failed
financially, Belle's parents have gone to America, and the two children are having a
farm vacation before the school term and a new life with a hospitable aunt begin.
The crisis that changes their plans is the discovery that Tessie, an old elephant they
both love, is destined for the slaughter-house because her owner is old and ill. That's
when Belle conceives the idea of stealing Tessie and, traveling by night and hiding by
day, taking her to a safari park and sneaking her in. The situation and successful
conclusion are improbable, but Alcock makes them believable and enjoyable, as
Belle and Charlie have a series of adventures and encounters en route. They spend
the money they have been hoarding to pay for plastic surgery for Belle, but she con-
siders it spent in a good cause and indeed she finds, after inevitable publicity, that
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she has adjusted to having a scarred face. The pace is brisk, the children appealing,
the mission one with which most readers will sympathize, and the book substantial
in structure and style.
D.V. Animals, kindness to; Boy-girl relations; Self-reliance
Aliki. My Visit to the Dinosaurs; written and illus. by Aliki. Harper, 1985. Rev. ed. Library
ed. ISBN 0-690-04423-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-690-04422-4. 29p. (A Let's-Read-and-
Find-Out Book) Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
The text of this good book for primary grades readers has been revised (partly by
R a shifting of material, partly by changes in it, partly by deletions or additions
2-3 throughout) although there are few substantive changes save for the important sub-
stitution of "Apatosaurus" for "Brontosaurus." While many of the illustrations are
similar to those in the first book, there are pages that are changed; unlike the
original version, all of the illustrations here are in full color. The writing is simple
and direct, with information being given within the framework of a child's visit to a
museum.
C.U. Science-Study and Teaching
Andersen, Hans Christian. The Nightingale; illus. by Beni Montresor. Crown, 1985. ISBN
0-517-55211-6. 29p. $12.95.
Montresor's pictures are large-scale, effective dramatically, and distinctive in the
Ad soft blending of colors. The text is not of the same high calibre, being an adaptation
3-5 that is less effective than the version by Eva Le Gallienne (illustrated superbly by
Nancy Burkert) or than the adaptation by Anthea Bell (illustrated by Lisbeth
Zwerger). It is an adequate retelling of the story of the little bird that saves a great
ruler from death, but not an outstanding one.
Asimov, Isaac. Asimov's Guide to Halley's Comet. Walker, 1985. ISBN 0-8027-0836-6.
118p. $12.95.
Many of the books that have appeared in anticipation of the 1986 sighting of
R Halley's comet have contained some of the elements of this guide; no other has all
6-9 of them or is written with Asimov's distinctive combination of casual, almost con-
versational style and profoundly detailed knowledge. He describes early superstitious
beliefs about comets, the accruing body of scientific knowledge that led astronomers
(including Halley) to an understanding of how comets were formed and how they
moved through space, and gives a great deal of information about other comets.
Anecdotes about feared catastrophes and collisions (usually meteors or meteorites)
that have occurred are included. Information-packed, authoritative, eminently read-
able. An index is provided.
C.U. Science
Bemelmans, Ludwig. Madeline's Christmas; written and illus. by Ludwig Bemelmans. Viking,
1985. ISBN 0-670-80666-8. 26p. $12.95.
Previously published in a magazine, this is the text that Bemelmans was preparing
Ad to put into book form at the time of his death; the book contains an expression of
4-7 thanks to members of the author/artist's family, "for their help and advice in adapt-
yrs. ing and restoring the text and art...." Some of the pictures have that distinctive
rakish line that is almost a signature; others are less definitive. The text tells of
Madeline's diligent care of the other eleven girls, all ill, as well as of their dear Miss
Clavel, and of the magician who grants each child a visit home via individual flying
carpets. This has many of the charms of other books about the old house in Paris
[22
and the "twelve little girls in two straight lines," and uses some of the text of the
first book. It is weakened, however, by the uneven quality of the illustrations, by the
not-quite-successful mix of realism and fantasy, and by the abrupt ending of the
wish-fulfillment, "To be home in time for Christmas," a dream that ends, "Miss
Clavel again quite well/Thought it time to ring her bell/Which quickly broke the
magic spell."
C.U. Christmas
Blair, Shannon. Wrong Kind of Boy. Bantam, 1985. ISBN 0-553-24891-X. 167p. Paper. $2.25.
It is true that adolescents, like adults, sometimes have poor judgment about new
Ad acquaintances or even jump to adhesively-held conclusions about them. However, in
6-9 this story of just such a situation, the error is so blunt, the heroine so obtuse, and
the outcome so predictable, that any reader might grow impatient with Liz as she
clings, against all evidence, to her conviction that Cliff is a dumb jock and persists,
against all evidence, in her belief that boorish Laurence is brilliant and sensitive. The
fact that she sees her mistake and achieves a relationship with the patient Cliff will
probably surprise few readers. The characters are almost stock figures, but the style
(particularly the dialogue) indicates that there is an untapped potential here.
Bohner, Charles. Bold Journey: West with Lewis and Clark. Houghton, 1985. ISBN
0-395-36691-7. 171p. $11.95.
The story of the expedition (1804-1806) that was led by Captains Lewis and Clark,
Ad and that went from a camp near St. Louis to find the Northwest Passage to the
6-9 Pacific Ocean is told by a young soldier, Hugh McNeal. McNeal was one of the
soldiers who were recruited for the project, but this account is fictional. "I have
tried to imagine the part he may have played," Bohner says in his prefatory note.
The book gives a believable picture of the major historical characters, although the
depiction of Lewis as arrogant and ill-tempered is not the one usually found in
books for children, and the portrait of Sacagawea (usually treated as guide and/or
interpreter) is that of a stolid, silent squaw who is on the expedition only because she
accompanies her French husband. This is, despite the drama and danger of the
arduous voyage, somewhat slowed by the narrator's emphasis on small incidents,
especially on those that have to do with some of the soldiers. These may add veri-
similitude, but they slow the forward movement of the story.
C.U. History-U.S.
Brandenberg, Franz. Otto is Different; illus. by James Stevenson. Greenwillow, 1985. Library
ed. ISBN 0-688-04254-6; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04253-8. 21p. Library ed. $11.88;
Trade ed. $11.75.
Comical line drawings washed with light, bright colors do all that picture book
R illustrations should do for a text, reflecting and enhancing it while extending in
K-2 visual details the humor of the situation. The story is simple; Otto complains about
being different from other creatures but as he progresses through a day, he sees the
patent advantages of having eight arms, or limbs that can function as arms or legs.
Think of the efficiency: "After the meal, Otto did his homework, swept the floor,
and practiced the piano." All at once, of course. Think of the potential of having
an octopus as goalie on one's hockey team; that's how to be popular. And think of
bedtime hugs. Souffle, but delicious.
Buchan, Stuart. Tender Beginnings. Dell, 1985. ISBN 0-440-98602-8. 178p. Paper. $2.50.
As sudsy a soap opera in print as readers are likely to encounter, this is the first of a
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NR planned series of linked stories the melodramatic and lurid quality of which is
8-9 indicated by the upcoming titles (Restless Nights, Forbidden Longings, Bitter Prom-
ises, and Flames from the Ashes) as well as the title and the text of this opening
salvo of wet papier-mache. Gorgeous Lila goes from her gorgeous outcast mother's
guardianship to the California home of her tyrannical grandfather, where neither he
nor Lila's brother will permit handsome King Strauss, Lila's childhood friend, on
the property. (His father had loved Lila's mother; Lila's father had killed himself.)
All characters throb and palpitate their way through a patterned and contrived story
line that ends, expectedly, with Lila and King riding off together to escape Nasty
Rich Grandfather. The only variant: it isn't the sunset, for the book ends "...and
then they drove on together into the rising sun." Cardboard characters, gushy writ-
ing style. The coming books' plots are outlined ("Peter Strauss, illegitimate nephew
of Baron Strauss...") and various Dell series are advertised at the back of the
book. Sad.
Carter, Adam. A Day in the Life of a Medical Detective; illus. with photographs by Bob
Duncan. Troll, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-8167-0097-4; Paper ed. ISBN 0-8167-0098-2.
30p. Library ed. $9.79; Paper ed. $2.50.
Color photographs, all of which have a stiff, posed look, illustrate a description
Ad of some of the work done by the medical and support staffs of the national Centers
4-6 for Disease Control in Atlanta, Georgia. The text focuses on one young doctor, Rick
Richards; through following his activities for a brief period, it makes clear the value
of collaborative efforts, exchanges of information, base research and field investiga-
tion, and the dramatic way in which the members of the CDC respond to an
emergency situation that is life-threatening. The writing style is not difficult to read,
but it is almost as stiff as the pictures.
Ciardi, John. Doodle Soup; illus. by Merle Nacht. Houghton, 1985. ISBN 0-395-38395-1.
$11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Ciardi offers a mix of narrative poems, poetic jokes, arrant nonsense, and a bit of
R word play. Almost every selection is funny, and many are barbed or caustic. Most
3-5 children find Ciardi's tartness invigorating; most adults find his writing deceptively
casual, intrinsically sophisticated.
Conford, Ellen. Why Me? Little, 1985. ISBN 0-316-15326-5. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Hobie tells a slightly-slapstick but very funny story about the pitfalls and pinnacles
R of his young adolescent love life. Secretly yearning for the ripe charms of classmate
7-9 Darlene, Hobie rejects the persistent advances of G.G. who is one of the class
brains, but "She looked exactly the same from the back as she did from the front."
Hobie finally brings himself to give Darlene one of the poems he's been writing and
is stunned by her enthusiastic reception; she begs for more poems, he gets confident
enough to demand kisses as inspiration. Readers will probably see through Darlene's
duplicity long before Hobie does: she's telling her friends the poems are from the
star athlete that she adores. By then Hobie has begun to appreciate G.G. who is
looking more svelte and sophisticated-but he's missed his chance, G.G. is by now
firmly attached to Hobie's best friend, and all that our hero can do is lie low and
plan to catch her on the rebound. This doesn't really go anywhere, but it's capably
written and consistently amusing.
D.V. Boy-girl relations
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Cosner. Shaaron. Special Effects in Movies and T.V. Messner, 1985. ISBN 0-671-46136-2.
87p. illus. with photographs. $8.79.
Cosner explains, in a book that should appeal to film fans in general and young
R film-makers in particular, how important (and expensive) a part of films and tele-
5-9 vision programs is played by special effects. The text describes, with a bit of repeti-
tion, how the special effects experts are trained and how they work, focusing on
such areas as props, techniques of filming or manipulating film, or creating atmos-
pheric effects. A final chapter should especially interest do-it-yourselfers: creating
simple, often inexpensive, special effects in the home. An index gives access to the
contents.
Cummings, Pat. Jimmy Lee Did It; written and illus. by Pat Cummings. Lothrop, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04633-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04632-0. 24p. Library ed.
$11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
Even those children who haven't already invented their own imaginary culprit-
Ad friend will recognize the usefulness of the device. The anecdotal versifying is of
4-6 variable quality, with more attention to rhyme than scansion. "Jimmy Lee did it," is
yrs. mischievious little Artie's explanation of domestic damage, as described by his sister
Angel. This is Cumming's first attempt at writing and it's adequate rather than
impressive; primarily an illustrator, she shows, in bright if sometimes overcrowded
realistic paintings, two attractive black children.
D.V. Imaginative play
Dank, Milton. The Computer Game Murder; by Milton and Gloria Dank. Delacorte, 1985.
ISBN 0-385-29411-5. $12.95. Reviewed from galleys.
In a fifth story about the Galaxy Gang, a group of high school students who exas-
Ad perate the local authorities by their insistent interest in mysterious situations, it's the
6-9 computer expert Larry who stumbles on a mystery that proves to involve theft and
murder. Playing a computer game with a young woman who uses the signature
"Peter Pan," Larry is worried when she breaks off one day indicating that she's
frightened and that there's a clue of importance. The police seem no more interested
than his friends do, but Larry's concern is vindicated when Peter Pan disappears.
Despite warnings, Larry risks danger to pursue clues, and the mystery is solved. This
has the formula device of child detectives who bypass and out-deduce the police, and
the plot unwinds in a sometimes contrived fashion, but the writing style is adequate
and the almost continuous action should appeal to many readers.
Faber, Doris. Margaret Thatcher: Britain's Iron Lady; illus. by Robert Masheris. ISBN
0-670-80785-0. (Women of Our Time) $9.95. Reviewed from galleys.
It is always of interest when a first biography of a person prominent in con-
Ad temporary public life appears for any age group. Margaret Thatcher has achieved
4-6 fame as the first woman to head the government of a major country in the western
world, as Britain's first prime minister. A strong-minded conservative, she has been
a controversial figure in her own and other countries. This biography gives informa-
tion about her and about the British political system that should be of interest to
readers; it is weakened by a stiff writing style that occasionally has a tone of being
condescending, of being "written down" for children, a weakness that is absent in
Faber's books for young adult readers.
C.U. History-England
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Farber, Norma. All Those Mothers at the Manger; illus. by Megan Lloyd. Harper, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021870-3; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021869-X. 31p. Library ed.
$10.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Save for the fact that Joseph and Mary and their baby have a rather raffish look
R (Joseph's blue hair band has a hippie effect) Lloyd's pictures are adequate in com-
4-6 position and simplicity as illustration for the stripped but gentle effectiveness of
yrs. Farber's Nativity poem. "All those mothers at the manger/hen and cow and mare
and ewe/gathered round the lovely stranger/while her baby still was new," the poem
begins. The poet shifts the four animals to achieve new rhyme schemes (ending with
cow, rhyming with brow, for example), a device that small children enjoy when they
become familiar with it. The poem has a reverent tone and a lulling peacefulness; it
was originally published in a magazine.
C.U. Christmas
Fleischman, Paul. I Am Phoenix: Poems for Two Voices; illus. by Ken Nutt. Harper, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-021882-7; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-021881-9. 51p. Library ed.
$10.89; Trade ed. $11.50.
Devotes of the almost lost art of choral reading should be among the first to
R appreciate this collection of poems designed for reading aloud by two voices. Printed
6- in script form, the selections, all of which are about birds, have a cadenced pace and
dignified flow; their combination of imaginative imagery and realistic detail is
echoed by the combination of stylized fantasy and representational drawings in the
black and white pictures, all soft line and strong nuance. An exciting book.
Frommer, Harvey. Baseball's Hall of Fame. Watts, 1985. ISBN 0-531-04904-3. 68p. illus.
$9.40.
A first section of the book gives some facts about the National Baseball Hall of
Ad Fame and Museum at Cooperstown, New York, including the rules for nomination
4-7 and admission. This is followed by fifty half-page sketches (in small print) of some
of the members of the Hall of Fame; a complete list of members, by year, is
included at the back of the book. Since the author has chosen fifty of the best-
known members, the material tends to be exactly what's available in other books
about baseball or in sports biographies. Dedicated baseball fans can probably enjoy
this even if it is familiar ground. The writing style is hackneyed, being replete with
such phrases as "The muscular but quiet man...."
Garner, Alan. Alan Garner's Book of British Fairy Tales; illus. by Derek Collard. Collins/
Delacorte, 1985. ISBN 0-385-29425-5. 160p. $16.95.
Garner's adaptations of twenty-one British tales are fluent in the best sense of the
R oral tradition, rich and varied in style, as effective for reading alone or aloud as they
4-6 are for the storyteller. They are based on solid sources, all of which are provided at
* the back of the book, and they are a nice mixture of less familiar tales with others as
well-known as "Molly Whuppie" or "The Black Bull of Norroway." Collard pro-
vides a title page for each story, with an intricately designed border around a central
picture; the use of black, white, greys, and browns gives these decorations (they are
not really illustrations) a look of stylized restraint. This is a distinguished anthology.
C.U. Reading aloud; Storytelling
Gillham, Bill. The Rich Kid; illus. by Francis Mosley. Andre Deutsch, 1985. ISBN
0-233-97684-1. 101p. $9.95.
Jo Hawthorn and Christos Andreas are both eleven, but there's no communica-
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Ad tion between them. Jo's father runs the garage in an English village, while Mr.
4-6 Andreas may bring in (or his chauffeur may) one of his many cars, usually the Rolls
Royce. It's an accident when Jo is picked up while Christos is being kidnapped. This
isn't quite as formulaic as are most kidnapping stories; while Jo's powers of obser-
vation help the police, he doesn't crack the case alone. In fact, nobody believes his
identification of the man who was behind the plot, and the culprit gets away before
Jo's proven right. The plot is believably developed but given a static quality by the
writing style, and the book has strong dialogue but less strength in characterization.
Godden, Rumer. The Story of Holly and Ivy; illus. by Barbara Cooney. Viking, 1985. ISBN
0-670-80622-6. 30p. $12.95.
First published in book form in 1958, this is the story, tender but not mawkish, of
Ad a lonely woman, an equally lonely orphan, and a doll who yearns for a girl to own
4-6 her, and of how they all found each other-and love-at Christmas. The crayoned
illustrations of the original were small, part-page pictures that had grace and charm;
the new illustrations by Barbara Cooney are more substantial, full color paintings
that interpret the text in more detail and that are notable for their color and
composition.
C.U. Christmas
Greene, Constance C. Star Shine. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80772-9. $11.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
It was hard to explain to their friends that their mother had not left them, that she
R had only (as a stage-struck amateur actress) gone off to take her first chance at
5-7 summer stock. When a movie company came to town to do some location shots, it
wasn't pretty Mary (thirteen) they chose as an extra but boyish Jenny (twelve) with
her chopped-by-hand hair that got a bit part. The theatrical razzle-dazzle lends some
excitement to the book, but its strength is, as one would expect in a book by this
author, in the subtleties of relationships, whether within the family or the peer
group, and in the equally effective character depiction and dialogue, both of which
emerge in an easy (or apparently easy) flow.
D.V. Mother-child relations; Sisters
Hall, Lynn. Just One Friend. Scribner, 1985. ISBN 0-684-18471-0. $11.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
Adolescent Dory, the narrator, is big and too plump and not very bright, and she
R knows it. Her alcoholic mother sits in a near-catatonic state all day and leaves the
6-9 care of several younger children (all with assorted unidentified fathers) to Dory and
her half-brother. Isolated, the butt of jokes at school, Dory yearns so desperately to
be friends with her neighbor Robin, and is so jealous of the friendship between
Robin and another girl, Meredith, that she takes drastic action. Dory means only to
keep the other two apart on the first day of school; she is horrified when she learns
that her intervention has led, unwittingly, to Meredith's death. The story ends with
Dory in an institution, some of her guilt expiated, some of her loneliness assuaged
by having acquired a friend at the State Training School for Girls. This is a touching
and tragic story, with an impressively effective first-person portrayal. Hall introduces
no false note; she makes Dory pitiable and believable, and the narration is sustained
at a remarkable pace given the narrowness of the story's scope.
D.V. Friendship values
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Hildick, Edmund Wallace. The Case of the Vanishing Ventriloquist; illus. by Kathy Parkin-
son. Macmillan, 1985. ISBN 0-02-743930-5. 138p. $9.95.
Fans of this series about a group of young detectives will appreciate the amaze-
Ad ment felt by its leader, McGurk, when one of the members of his team arrives at a
3-5 meeting of the McGurk organization with a stranger. The visitor is Mari, who proves
to be a Japanese pen pal of Wanda, only girl in the organization. McGurk's surprise
is matched by the amazement of the others when he announces that he's going to
test the detective abilities of all of them by testing aptitudes at various detective
skills. In the course of their testing, several members come across odd facts; put
together, a case emerges and of course it is McGurk and his pals who solve the
mystery (a kidnapping attempt) and Mari who makes such a contribution that she's
invited to become a permanent member of the group. This has plot originality, but
the treatment is patterned, with children solving a crime-in-execution and the police
coming in only at the last minute. The pace and humor will appeal to middle-grades
readers, who will undoubtedly be prepared to overlook the pigeonhole characteriza-
tions and the acute cuteness of the dialogue.
Hoban, Tana. A Children's Zoo; written and illus. with photographs by Tana Hoban. Green-
willow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-05204-5; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05202-9. 21p.
Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
This is not intended to be a comprehensive listing of zoo animals, but the excellent
R color photographs show many of the creatures that are best known to children and
3-6 that are popular recipients of zoo visits. The layout of the book adds to its visual
yrs. appeal and gives information: the photograph almost fills the recto page, framed in
white against a black border; the facing page is black, also, and standing out in bold
white type are the name of the animal and three descriptive words, so well chosen
that most children would be able to guess ("red/blue/squawks" is clearly a parrot,
and "striped/black and white/gallops" just as clearly a zebra) identity. This may not
have been designed for the purpose, but (in addition to its more obvious attractions)
it is an excellent catalyst for a discussion of descriptive adjectives. An appended
chart shows diets and natural habitats.
D.V. Observation
Holl, Kristi. The Rose Beyond the Wall. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31150-8. 153p. $12.95.
Rachel, a young adolescent, is grief-stricken when she learns that her beloved
Ad grandmother has incurable cancer, and she's the most vehement member of the
5-7 family in the discussion of whether to adapt the family's life-style and bring
Grandma home or to place her in a hospice. Mom gives up teaching piano to care
for her mother; Rachel rushes home from school every day. Grandma becomes
resigned to the fact that death is imminent and convinces Rachel that she wants to
talk about it frankly. This is typical of many books about grandparent-child
relations in assuming that children are more responsive and wiser than their parents;
Rachel's parents avoid the subjects of death or disposal of property. That is one of
the several ways in which the author uses the story to advocate a viewpoint and
obtrudes on the narrative flow in a book that is adequate in style but weak in
characterization and slow in pace-almost a fictionalized case history.
D.V. Death, adjustment to; Grandparent-child relations
Holman, Felice. The Song in My Head; illus. by Jim Spanfeller. Scribner, 1985. ISBN
0-684-18295-5. 62p. $12.95.
Holman's whimsy never becomes cloying or her imagery obscure in this new col-
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R lection of poems, mostly light and mostly lyrical. Some see life from a child's view-
3-6 point ("Friend," "When I am President") and some ("Cardinals," "Oriental
Poppy," or the title poem) have a broader scope. Like any collection of good
poetry, this can be read aloud to younger children and enjoyed by adults. The
format is spacious and the illustrations, some abstract and some representational, are
finely detailed, the black and white softened by stippling.
C.U. Reading aloud
Houston, James. Ice Swords: An Undersea Adventure; written and illus. by James Houston.
Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-7710-4255-8. 149p. $10.95.
In a sequel to Frozen Fire and Black Diamonds: A Search for Arctic Treasure,
Ad Matthew and Kayak (white and Eskimo) are just as close friends as before, acquire a
4-6 third adolescent, Jill, to share their adventures, and share as harrowing and exciting
a series of events as one might expect from earlier books. That, in fact, is at once
the appeal and a weakness of the book, as the boys recover from an explosion, learn
to dive, encounter narwhals with Jill (who has taught them to dive) and run into the
"wild man" and his family (as in previous books) and encounter a shark while
swimming. The story ends with Matthew's father reporting a gold strike that will
make it possible for both boys to attend school in San Diego, Jill's home. There's
no question of the appeal of the incessant action and the authenticity of the setting
and the cultural details; appealing as well are the interracial friendship, the active
role taken by Jill, and the familiarity established by any series. The fact that
Houston now and then doles out information in the form of dialogue and that the
characterization of all the characters is believable but superficial will probably
impinge little on readers who enjoy adventure fiction.
D.V. Friendship values
Howard, Ellen. When Daylight Comes. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31133-8. 209p. $14.95.
Based on a real event, this is a fictional account of the slave rebellion, in 1733, on
Ad St. Jan in the Virgin Islands (now St. John) when the government was Danish. The
6-9 story is told from the viewpoint of its protagonist, Helena. All of the white adults,
save for the doctor, who have stayed on the island are killed; Helena is taken as a
slave. The story is dramatic and violent, yet the narrative often sags, perhaps
because the drama is so persistent and unrelenting. Helena is befriended by a few
but cruelly treated by most of the rebels. Although the author makes an effort to
balance the account by referring to cruel treatment of slaves in the past, the fact that
active and continuing cruelty is shown by the slaves gives the impression of a rather
one-sided savagery. The writing style is adequate, as is the structure; characterization
lacks depth.
Howe, Fanny. Race of the Radical. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80557-2. $10.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
Alex Porter, twelve, is devoted to bicycle (BMX) racing; his mother announces at
NR local races, his sister and brother participate in events appropriate for five and six
5-7 year olds, and his inventor father has made him a light-weight bike they call the
"Radical." The plot hinges on the fact that the new bike is stolen and that there are
several suspects, including an unpleasant man and a local adolescent bully who has
been persecuting Alex's Mexican friend Rennie, who is instrumental in finding the
Radical and the culprit. Perhaps a diehard biker might enjoy the book, but for most
readers the stock characters, unconvincing dialogue (especially that of the two young
children) and the contrivances of the plot weaken the story to irritation point. Above
all the book is weak in its writing style. "The man looked rich, even though he was
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sweating." "And she looked up at him as if he was a movie star." To say nothing
of the fact that one of the characters calls the bike the "Radical" several pages
before Alex chooses that name for it.
Hurwitz, Johanna. Russell Rides Again; illus. by Lillian Hoban. Morrow, 1985. Library ed.
ISBN 0-688-04629-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04628-2. 86p. Library ed. $10.88; Trade
ed. $10.25.
This is an episodic book with a theme that permeates each incident so thoroughly
R that it is almost as binding as a story line. Russell, who is five and then (after a very
4-7 funny birthday party chapter) six is both typical of the small child who yearns to be
yrs. bigger and engagingly individual. Hoban's illustrations capture the homespun quality
of the writing in a book that culminates with the joy of learning to ride a two-
wheeler, that is amusing and affectionate, and that is so true-to-life that children
who have attained the dignity of age seven, or even eight, may deign to be amused,
looking backward to "that was the way it was."
D.V. Growing up
Hyde, Margaret Oldroyd. Cancer in the Young: A Sense of Hope; written by Margaret
Oldroyd Hyde and Lawrence E. Hyde. Westminster, 1985. ISBN 0-664-32722-2. 90p.
$8.95.
An informative book, sober but not grim, in which the arrangement of material is
R logical and sequential, and the coverage broad, this has the usual careful accuracy of
6- other Hyde books. The text discusses types of cancers, treatments, the increasingly
positive statistics for remission and cure, the known causes and the theories of causal
factors of cancer, and some of the ways in which young cancer patients are helped
to adjust to their illness or ways in which they comment on it. In addition to an
index and a glossary, end papers include a list of camps (for cancer patients, includ-
ing some that accept siblings), a bibliography, and a list of organizations that can
provide further information.
Karlin, Nurit. The Tooth Witch; written and illus. by Nurit Karlin. Lippincott, 1985. Library
ed. ISBN 0-397-32120-1; Trade ed. ISBN 0-397-32119-8. 28p. Library ed. $11.89;
Trade ed. $11.95.
Any job becomes boring if it's repetitive, and the Tooth Witch had flown around
Ad every night collecting baby teeth so that she was tired of it all after six hundred
K-2 years. The other witches selected a helper for her, little Abra Cadabra. Sent to bring
back a bag of teeth that had been left on the moon, Abra Cadabra had an idea; she
sprinkled baby teeth in the sky to make new stars, and then she grew a pair of wings
and her broom turned into a wand, and there she was, the Tooth Fairy. This is light-
weight fantasy, palatable if not substantial; the illustrations have a clean, bold use of
line and restrained use of bright blue to contrast with comic drawings that are
chiefly black and white.
Kaufman, Curt. Rajesh; written by Curt and Gita Kaufman; illus. with photographs by Curt
Kaufman. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31074-9. $8.95. Reviewed from galleys.
Gita Kaufman is a kindergarten teacher, Rajesh, who tells the story of his first
R experiences in kindergarten, was a member of her class. Born with a hand and both
K-2 legs missing, Rajesh was proficient enough in the use of his prostheses to enter
school along with other children his age. The text is candid and straightforward;
some tasks were difficult but not impossible; some children teased him but most
were friendly. There's little polish here, and it's not needed; the simple text and the
clear pictures show a child who has the same interests and needs other children, not
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disabled, have. It can help all children understand that physical disabilities may be
serious but they do not (or should not) set a child apart.
D.V. Handicaps, adjustment to
Kroll, Steven. Mrs. Claus' Crazy Christmas; illus. by John Wallner. Holiday House, 1985.
ISBN 0-8234-0563-X. 32p. $12.95.
The appropriate colors of red and green combine effectively with black and white
Ad in exuberant comic drawings for a story in which Mrs. Claus makes an unexpected
3-5 sleigh trip on Christmas Eve. Her spouse had departed, the exhausted elves were
yrs. sleeping, and one left-behind gift appeared: a puppy whose name tag read "For
Davey." With a discarded red suit, a retired reindeer, and an old sleigh, Mrs. Claus
took off for a series of adventures in which she had to keep running away from
people who saw her, primarily because she was chasing the frisky puppy. Finally,
mission accomplished, she went back to the North Pole and found that Santa and
the elves had organized a party. The frenzy of the chase seems forced, but the
book's lively pace and the Christmas setting should appeal to young children.
C.U. Christmas
Levinson, Marilyn. And Don't Bring Jeremy; illus. by Diane de Groat. Holt, 1985. ISBN
0-03-002999-6. 122p. $10.95.
Jeremy is in seventh grade, but his younger brother Adam, who tells the story,
Ad does almost everything better, for Jeremy is learning-disabled and physically clumsy.
4-6 Adam understands why the boys at his new school don't want him to bring Jeremy
along. Levinson, in an interesting first novel, uses Jeremy as foil for a maladjusted
bully who tries to fix the blame for malicious mischief on Jeremy; in the end, Adam
and Jeremy confront the bully together and Adam realizes that his brother has some
strong qualities even if he is "different," and that there is a foundation of love in
their relationship. Some of the developments are patterned and predictable, but the
writing style is adequate and the characterizations, if occasionally overdrawn, have
some bite.
D.V. Brothers
Levy, Elizabeth, ad. The Bride; ad. from the screenplay by Lloyd Fonvielle. Random House,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-394-97371-2; Trade ed. ISBN 0-394-87371-8. 55p. illus.
with photographs. Library ed. $7.99; Trade ed. $6.95.
Like the Martin entry below, this has been adapted from the screenplay and uses
NR dialogue from the film script. Both books are illustrated by stills from the recent
7-8 film, in some cases the same shots. The story of the artificial woman created by
Frankenstein as his monster's bride but kept by him, a beautiful woman who escapes
a Fate Worse Than Death to flee with her loving and kind monster, is perhaps a
fraction better written than the Martin book, but it has the same trite base, and it
ends with a typical and formulaic "As the sun came up she led him out of the
cemetery, away from the ruins forever.," Bad Baron Frankenstein is dead, and the
happy couple is about to take off for Venice. Why two versions, simultaneously
issued, by one publisher, would be a moot point even if the books had any value.
Line, David. Screaming High. Little, 1985. ISBN 0-316-52682-7. 170p. $12.95.
A contemporary thriller is set in England and Holland and is told by Nick, an
R adolescent who had been the first to recognize "Ratbag" Mountjoy, a school
7-10 pariah, as a musical genius. It is because of Ratbag's prowess as a trumpeteer (a
depiction of the untaught, "natural" black musician that verges on the stereotypical)
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that both boys are recalled to Amsterdam after a first visit in which they had been
innocent observers of drug traffic. The second visit results in real danger, with hunt-
and-chase, capture-and-escape, and apprehension of a large drug ring by the Dutch
police. In a coda, Nick muses on Ratbag's rise to fame as a popular performing
artist. The story has good pace and structure, although it becomes a bit lurid at the
end, and there is consistency and solidarity in characterization and writing style.
Livingston, Myra Cohn, comp. Thanksgiving Poems; illus. by Stephen Gammell. Holiday
House, 1985. ISBN 0-8234-0570-2. 28p. $12.95.
In this holiday anthology there are two Native American songs of praise and a few
R other traditional selections; like earlier books (Christmas Poems, Easter Poems) in a
K-3 distinguished compiler's series, this consists chiefly of selections written for the book
by notable contemporary writers of poetry for children: McCord, Merriam, Holman,
Kennedy, Starbird, and others. The two-color illustrations have a soft, melting
quality that is given contrast by precision of line on some pages, so that the pictures
have a range in technique and mood that matches the poems they illustrate.
C.U. Thanksgiving
Lobel, Arnold. Whiskers and Rhymes; written and illus. by Arnold Lobel. Greenwillow,
1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-03836-0; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-03835-2. 48p. Library
ed. $12.88; Trade ed. $13.00.
Lobel's rhymes for the nursery set are lilting, brief, comic, often nonsensical,
R occasionally related to a Mother Goose rhyme ("Orson Porson/Pudding and pie..."
3-6 or "My London Bridge/Has just one task/It has to stand/That's all I ask...").
yrs. They have that fun-to-say/easy-to-memorize quality that creates a devoted read-
aloud audience. There are clever pictures, softly tinted and drawn with panache, on
every page, and the layout of illustrations and poems on the pages has been done to
make both communications maximally effective.
Marshall, Edward. Four on the Shore; illus. by James Marshall. Dial, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-8037-0142-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0155-1. 46p. Library ed. $8.89; Trade ed.
$8.95.
Stories within a story make this appropriate for the beginning independent reader
R because of the brevity of segments; the vocabulary is undemanding, the print large
1-2 and set off by ample space. Three children who find Willie, younger brother of one
of them, an adhesive nuisance, decide to vie in telling stories that will frighten little
Willie when he follows them about. He staunchly declares that their stories aren't
scary, that he can do better-and he does. They claim they're not scared, but they
vehemently reject Willie's offer to tell another story. The tales (including Willie's)
are slight, the appeal being in the concept rather than the execution of the story
line; the exaggeration and humor of the line and wash drawings add to the book's
potential for popularity.
C.U. Reading, beginning
D.V. Brothers
Martin, Les, ad. The Bride; ad. from the screenplay by Lloyd Fonvielle. Random House,
1985. ISBN 0-394-87370-X. 87p. illus. with photographs. Paper. $3.95.
The visual effects of the screenplay on which this adaptation is based may have
NR afforded its audience some sense of drama or suspense. Here the story boils down to
7-8 a predictable quasi-horror fantasy about the female that Frankenstein creates as a
bride for the monster he'd made, but on whom he's done such a good job that he
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keeps her for himself. Or tries to. The monstrous man, dubbed "Viktor" by his
friend the dwarf, rescues the woman (who has rapidly acquired infinite knowledge
and culture) from Frankenstein's ravaging lust, and they go off together in love and
innocence. Weak plot, banal writing.
Meltzer, Milton. Dorothea Lange: Life Through the Camera; illus. by Donna Diamond and
with photographs by Dorothea Lange. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-28047-X. 57p.
(Women of Our Time). $9.95.
One of the great photographers of our time, Dorothea Lange recorded much of
R the social history of the United States for several decades, winning recognition as
5-7 both documentary commentator and artist. Meltzer explains the research on which
his longer book, Dorothea Lange: A Photographer's Life is based. This shorter
volume is smoothly written, although there are occasional comments that could be
clarified. Still, the combination of a competent and careful biographer and a fasci-
nating subject make accessible to readers the story of a strong contemporary artist
they may not have known.
Merriam, Eve. The Christmas Box; illus. by David Small. Morrow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-05256-8; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-05255-X. 29p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed.
$11.75.
Obviously, all the members of a very large family believe in Santa Claus, since the
Ad adults are just as surprised and disappointed as the children when they come down-
4-6 stairs on Christmas morning to find only one box under the tree. That's the part of
yrs. the story that even small listeners may find hard to believe; the fact that the box is
magic in its capacity, providing one substantial present (a flute, a fishing rod, a
hammock, a kite) for each member of the family is standard fantasy. Amusing, but
it's an extension of a one-gag situation. The illustrations, line and wash, are light
and lively, and they show a closing scene of togetherness as Grandma plays her flute
and Father his concertina, while most of the others hold up their sheets of music and
sing.
C.U. Christmas
Murphy, Shirley Rousseau. Nightpool. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-024361-9; Trade
ed. ISBN 0-06-024360-0. 256p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $11.95.
It is, of course, possible to write high fantasy without including dragons, but
R excluding them is currently unpopular. Murphy's dragon, pearl-hued and iridescent,
7-10 is at once the savior of the boy hero and the means by which the dark forces of evil
are defeated in a fantasy land in which that boy, Teb, lives with a band of otters.
Like other animals, they speak, and they remember the long-ago days when the
Light prevailed and all species lived in harmony. Through his troubled times and
dangerous adventures, Teb fights the Dark, finds the dragon to whom he is bonded,
and knows he is a dragonbard. The telling is smooth, the concept colorful and
consistent, and the fanciful made believable in a story that invites a sequel.
Myers, Gail Andersen. FunSports for Everyone. Westminster, 1985. ISBN 0-664-32720-6.
159p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
There's a cheerful, conversational style to this how-to book, and an encourag-
R ing tone, as Myers describes such sports as cross-country skiing, orienteering, cro-
6- quet, aerobic dancing, soccer, karate, et cetera. Her focus is on sports that are easy
to learn, most of them requiring minimal equipment and training. The text is
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sprinkled with anecdotes and safety warnings, the advice is sensible, the style is rock-
ing chair readable. This doesn't pretend to cover all sports or to give complete advice
about any of the ones included, but it does give sensible advice about a broad range
of sports-defining as a sport any activity that involves pleasurable physical effort-
and it makes clear the fact that "FunSports" are for participants regardless of age,
sex, size, or physical structure. (Yes, there are warnings about physical limitations
and safeguards.) The index is preceded by a bibliography that has an even wider
range than the text.
Oneal, Zibby. In Summer Light. Viking, 1985. ISBN 0-670-80784-2. $11.95. Reviewed from
galleys.
When she was a little girl, Kate had adored her father, a famous painter; now that
R she is an adolescent, aware that he is self-centered and that he had dismissed her
7-9 own ambitions as a painter as trivial, she is not happy at home. Seventeen, she has
been sent home from school to recover from mononucleosis, and the only thing that
makes her life bearable is Ian, the graduate student who has been hired to catalogue
her father's paintings. It is Ian who helps her find her way back to painting, who
gives her confidence despite his gentle rejection of her love. There is little drama
here or even narrative movement; the strength of the book is in its insight into rela-
tionships and how they change, its convincing and consistent characterization, and
its fluid style.
D.V. Father-daughter relations; Self-confidence
Oppel, Kenneth. Colin's Fantastic Video Adventure; illus. by Kathleen C. Howell. Dutton,
1985. ISBN 0-525-44151-4. 104p. $10.95.
An avid player of video games, particularly one called "Meteoroids," Colin is
M astounded to discover two tiny spacemen who have come out of the machine, weary
4-6 of piloting the ships that Colin had thought he was controlling. Together they hatch
a plan to win a contest for Meteoroids players. At the last stage of the contest Colin,
who has been manipulating the results by having little Snogel and Drogel take
charge, has an attack of conscience about cheating (which is what he's been doing all
along) and backs out. As the story ends, Snogel and Drogel have found a way to get
Colin to pass through the screen and into the video space world from which they
came. This has plenty of action, some humor, and a milieu that should appeal to
many readers, but it lacks any character definition and the writing style is tediously
effusive.
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. The Sheep Book; illus. with photographs by William Munoz.
Dodd, 1985. ISBN 0-396-08607-1. 73p. $10.95.
Photographs that range from fuzzy to sharp illustrate a straightforward, clearly
R written text, taking up approximately half the page space, and showing both how
4-6 sheep are raised and sheared, and how different breeds look. The text, which
describes maternal care, the behavior of sheep, the dogs that guard or herd them,
and the way wool is procured and processed, is as accurate and authoritative as are
most books by Patent, a fairly prolific and very competent author/biologist.
C.U. Industries (unit)
Patent, Dorothy Hinshaw. Thoroughbred Horses. Holiday House, 1985. ISBN 0-8234-0558-3.
86p. illus. with photographs. $12.95.
Dependably thorough and lucid in her writing, Patent here gives broad but fully
detailed coverage to the topic of Thoroughbred horses. Her text includes a discussion
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R of founding sires and blood lines; descriptions of breeding, training, and racing;
4-7 Thoroughbreds used for participation in events or exhibitions other than racing; and
other breeds that have been improved by introducing Thoroughbred strains. The
writing style is crisp, and the book should prove interesting to the general reader as
well as to addicted horse-lovers. A bibliography, glossary, and index are included;
the book is profusely illustrated by photographs, many of which are action shots.
Patterson, Geoffrey. All About Bread. Andre Deutsch/Elsevier/Dutton, 1985. ISBN
233-97635-5. 30p. illus. $10.95.
Tinted line drawings that extend the text are used, with careful placement in rela-
R tion to pertinent textual references, in a book in which the logical arrangement of
3-5 material gives focus to a continuous text. Patterson describes the bread-making of
prehistory and ancient civilizations, discusses the different kinds of grains and the
bread they produce, and gives a good survey of both the preparation and baking of
breads, and the equipment and ovens used in the past and in contemporary times.
Pictures of some of the more familiar shapes of loaves of bread and an index are
appended.
C.U. Industries (unit)
Perrault, Charles. Cinderella; ad. by Amy Ehrlich; illus. by Susan Jeffers. Dial, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-8037-0206-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-8037-0205-1. 28p. Library ed.
$12.89; Trade ed. $12.95.
Oversize pages afford space, especially when the illustrations spread across to the
R facing page, for lavish scenes and minute details in softly colored romantic paintings.
K-2 Jeffers uses hatching and decorative costume details to good effect; the jacket of the
book, a large portrait of Cinderella, is particularly impressive in its fine detail. Ehr-
lich's simplified adaptation of the standard Perrault version makes this edition
particularly appropriate for reading aloud.
Phillips, Mildred. The Sign in Mendel's Window; illus. by Margot Zemach. Macmillan, 1985.
ISBN 0-02-774600-3. 27p. $12.95.
Shtetl humor and peasant wit are combined in a story illustrated by Zemach's
R wonderfully appropriate pictures, deft and humorous. In the very small town of
K-3 Kosnov, where everybody knows everybody else, it's a great event when Mendel the
butcher decides to rent out half his shop to earn some money. A distinguished-
looking man who says he needs a quiet place to think rents the space. Mendel and
his wife Molly are ecstatic-until the man pulls a trick that almost lands Mendel in
jail. However, shrewd Molly thinks of a way to trap the renter, clearly a criminal,
and when she does catch him, all Kosnov is jubilant. Children should enjoy the
trickery and justice as much as the humor of the writing in a story that has folk-like
qualities.
Polese, Carolyn. Promise Not to Tell; illus. by Jennifer Barrett. Human Sciences Press,
1985. ISBN 0-89885-239-0. 65p. $13.95.
A family camping trip has been combined with riding lessons for Meagan, who's
Ad delighted that Walt (the cowboy who works at the stables) has promised her a secret
4-6 lesson so that she can prepare for the Trail Trials. Meagan never goes for her lesson,
because Walt intercepts her in the woods the night before, and caresses her, fright-
ening her and threatening "You tell, and I'll get you, good." Meagan finds it hard
to tell, eventually tells her mother but doesn't want any authority to know; talking
to another girl, she realizes that she must tell the sheriff or the same thing, or worse,
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may happen to other girls. The story is believable, adequately told, admittedly pur-
posive. Not fine literature, but a useful book.
Robbins, Ken. City/Country; written and illus. with photographs by Ken Robbins. Viking,
1985. ISBN 0-670-80743-5. 28p. $12.95.
Hand-tinted photographs, never strident but often dramatic, almost fill the page
R space; a few words of continuous text form a running foot beneath each large pic-
4-7 ture. "We leave our high-rise apartment," the text begins, and the never-seen nar-
yrs. rators describe the ride through city streets and out past the airport and the neigh-
borhood of discount stores and shopping malls, the arrival at open country and the
subsequent trip, through small towns and side roads, to the ultimate destination.
"...we're glad to be...up in the mountains or down by the sea." (That "or" may
confuse some children.) This is a good book to use for encouraging observation, for
establishing urban-rural contrasts, and for discussion of life-style concepts. The text
is not impressive; the photographs are.
C.U. Urban rural contrasts
D.V. Environmental concepts
Rogers, Jean. The Secret Moose; illus. by Jim Fowler. Greenwillow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN
0-688-04249-X; Trade ed. ISBN 0-688-04248-1. 58p. Library ed. $9.88; Trade ed.
$9.75.
Softly shaded black and white drawings, realistically detailed, are attractive in
R themselves and also echo the gentle quality of the text. The story of a small boy who
3-5 finds and feeds a wounded wild animal is written with simplicity and restraint;
Gerald doesn't tell his sister or parents that he has seen a moose, but when he
investigates its tracks and finds the animal motionless and injured, he comes every
day to feed it (carefully, at a distance, by using a rake) and then watches, enthralled,
when he finds the moose has just given birth. He makes no move toward the moose
and calf, they leave after the moose is recovered, and he never tells anyone. He
observes safety measures even while he cares for and enjoys his secret moose, and
from this young Gerald gets his modest pleasure. No great drama here, no unbeliev-
able taming of a wild creature; what Rogers does is capture the feeling of Gerald's
protective love and sense of wonder and communicate them to the reader.
D.V. Animals, kindness to
Ross, Pat. M & M and the Santa Secrets; illus. by Marylin Hafner. Viking, 1985. ISBN
0-670-80624-6. $9.95. Reviewed from galleys.
The combination of Christmas, friendship, secrets, and presents, especially in an
Ad established series, can hardly fail to appeal to beginning independent readers. This
1-2 is, however, less substantial in design than other M & M books. Mimi and Mandy,
best friends, each suspects the other of not buying the special present that had been
one of the pleasures of previous Christmases. Each eavesdrops as the other tells a
street-corner Santa what she most wants (a particular kind of ring for one, a pet
tarantula for the other). The relationship becomes precariously icy as each girl
erroneously thinks the other has forgotten--but all is well when they exchange gifts.
Slight, mildly amusing, believable but a bit materialistic, as indeed some children are
about gifts.
C.U. Christmas; Reading, beginning
D.V. Friendship values
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Sharmat, Marjorie Weinman. One Terrific Thanksgiving; illus. by Lilian Obligado. Holiday
House, 1985. ISBN 0-8234-0569-9. 29p. $12.95.
"Perhaps the world's greatest eater," Irving Bear kept his food in seventeen cup-
M boards and eight refrigerators. In preparation for Thanksgiving, he bought so much
K-2 food he tried to hide it from himself, then asked friends to hide it in their apart-
ments in his building, then ransacked their apartments. He found all the food at his
front door with notes suggesting that there might be something other than food to
think about in connection with Thanksgiving; Irving then realized he was glad to
have friends, so he invited everyone in the building to Thanksgiving dinner. Illustra-
tions (line and two-color wash) show a bear wearing a shirt but no other clothing;
they have little polish, but some animation and humor. The story is adequately told
but is thin and seems overextended.
Smith, Stephanie A. Snow-Eyes. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-31129-X. $13.95. Reviewed
from galleys.
Her name was really Amarra, but her elderly father and her much-older sister and
Ad brother called her Snow-Eyes. She has never seen her mother, never heard anything
6-9 about her until the night a mysterious visitor comes, Beya. The sleepy child hears the
woman say something so frightening that she blots the memory. The threat material-
izes some time later, however, as Snow-Eyes is blinded (by magic, and not forever)
to become a servitor of the Lake Mother in a strange institution of women (all
"servitors") who are learning or teaching occult skills. Like many first novels, this is
often slowed by overextension and by intricacy, but the writing style shows promise,
and the diffusion of style may veil, but does not obscure, the drama of well-
conceived science fantasy.
D.V. Mother-daughter relations
Stanek, Lou Willett. Gleanings. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025809-8; Trade ed.
ISBN 0-06-025808-X. 192p. Library ed. $12.89; Trade ed. $12.95.
Chapters are narrated alternately by pure-in-heart home town boy Frankie, and by
Ad bumptious, aggressive Pepper Junior, who has come to stay with her grandmother,
7-9 an old woman who lives on the land next to Frankie's family's farm. This combines
several popular themes: the love between Pepper and her grandmother, the love
between Pepper and Frankie, the rivalry between tough Pepper and the class beauty
queen. Pepper, an illegitimate child, discovers that she has a half-brother, the son of
Frankie's sister. There is, in fact, plenty of action and well-defined if generally
overdrawn characters, of which Pepper is the prime example (actually, Pepper's
ne'er-do-well father, who never appears but is talked of by many of the characters,
is the most convincing portrait) and the writing style is usually adequate, although
there are some odd obtrusions like having a high school English teacher say, "I
wanted to find a way to tell Pepper I was getting married before I just sprung it on
her."
D.V. Boy-girl relations; Grandparent-child relations
Stolz, Mary. The Explorer of Barkham Street; illus. by Emily Arnold McCully. Harper, 1985.
Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025977-9; Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025976-0. 192p. Library ed.
$9.89; Trade ed. $9.95.
It doesn't seem possible that it's a quarter-century since Mary Stolz produced
R those excellent companion books A Dog on Barkham Street and The Bully of Bark-
5-7 ham Street, which ingeniously showed the same events from differing viewpoints.
This third story about Martin (ex-bully) is just as fresh, just as percipient, and pos-
[37]
sibly even better written. In a family where there is little demonstration of affection,
in a community where he is labelled hostile, too plump, physically awkward, Martin
has no close friends, still mourns the dog that had been taken away from him,
spends much of his time day-dreaming about being an Arctic explorer. As he gains
confidence, makes friends, and adjusts to changes, Martin reappraises some of his
close relationships with people. And he discovers that one of the great frontiers of
exploration is getting to know and understand oneself.
D.V. Self-confidence; Social behavior
Stone, Bruce. Half Nelson, Full Nelson. Harper, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-06-025922-1;
Trade ed. ISBN 0-06-025921-3. 244p. Library ed. $11.89; Trade ed. $12.50.
A first novel is fast-paced and funny, but perhaps more notable for its potential
Ad than its performance. Stone posits an unlikely situation, develops the story on not-
6-9 quite-believable lines, and indulges himself in character exaggeration that often is
reflected in extravagant dialogue-but, and it's a very engaging but-his characters
are worth remembering, and he is able to convey a sense of the ridiculous without
becoming ridiculous himself. The story's told by Nelson, whose impractical father is
an exhibition wrestler, whose disgusted mother has taken off with a younger sister
Nelson loves and misses, who decides the only way to bring his family together is to
kidnap his sister. His travelling companion is a teenage girl who is a fluent liar and
who has a capricious affection for him (he dotes, as he tends to do with everyone he
cares for) and who finally lands in a state home for girls. The fact that Nelson and
his girl pick up a millionaire's daughter when they kidnap his little sister is really an
irrelevant embellishment to the story line, but it affords Stone an opportunity to add
some funny aren't-kids-cute dialogue.
D.V. Boy-girl relations
Tinkelman, Murray. Little Britches Rodeo; written and illus. with photographs by Murray
Tinkelman. Greenwillow, 1985. Library ed. ISBN 0-688-04262-7; Trade ed. ISBN
0-688-04261-9. 53p. Library ed. $11.88; Trade ed. $11.75.
More simply written than the author-photographer's Rodeo: The Great American
Ad Sport, this has less background information, less text, and the same kind of action
4-6 shots. It gives rules and descriptions for each of the events in a sport that draws
hundreds of participants (boys and girls from eight to eighteen) yearly. As in the
first book, there is no mention of the treatment of animals (to which many animal
lovers object) but an assumption (shared, indeed, by many) that rodeos are enter-
taining, wholesome activities that are beneficial to the human participants.
Turner, Ann Warren. Dakota Dugout; illus. by Ronald Himler. Macmillan, 1985. ISBN
0-02-789700-1. 28p. $10.95.
Black and white drawings expand the brief descriptive and evocative phrases of the
Ad text as a woman tells a child about coming as a bride to a sod house on the prairie a
K-3 century ago. Lonely, silent, windswept, the small house seemed gloomy and bare;
years later, however, when better crops and good weather provided a new house and
more comfortable living, the woman looked back with nostalgia. "Sometimes," she
concludes, "the things we start with are best." This is too static and too slight to
have broad appeal, but it will have for some readers the incisive and evocative
quality of a poetic fragment.
Uchida, Yoshiko. The Happiest Ending. Atheneum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-50326-1. llip. $10.95.
A third book about a Japanese-American community in California during the
[38]
R Depression Era is also narrated by Rinko, now twelve, and romantic enough to over-
4-6 come her usual diffidence and determine to take a hand in an arranged marriage.
What Rinko plans is stopping the union, since she feels the groom is too old for his
bride. What she learns is that one shouldn't make hasty judgments and that
admitting one's mistake can be a sign of maturity. Like the other books, this is
convincing as a document by a child, it's faithful in its details to the period and the
setting, and it's a warm, smoothly written story about family and family friends.
D.V. Family relations; Helpfulness
Van Allsburg, Chris. The Polar Express; written and illus. by Chris Van Allsburg. Houghton,
1985. ISBN 0-395-38949-6. 29p. $15.95.
It's the ending that carries the message of this Christmas story: "Though I've
R grown old, the bell still rings for me as it does for all who truly believe." It's a
K-2 retrospective story of a child's fantasy experience, a trip by train to a bustling city (a
new concept of the North Pole) where hundreds of elves labor in toy factories.
Chosen by Santa Claus to receive the first gift of Christmas, the narrator chooses a
bell from the harness of the reindeer. Lost, the bell turns up again on Christmas
morning and the child discovers that the adults can't hear its sweet tone. Whether
the read-aloud audience gets the message or not, they will probably enjoy the several
appeals of a story that has Santa Claus and a journey in it; along with older readers-
aloud, they will surely appreciate the stunning paintings in which Van Allsburg uses
dark, rich colors and misty shapes in contrast with touches of bright white-gold light
to create scenes, interior and exterior, that have a quality of mystery that imbues the
strong composition to achieve a soft, evocative mood.
Whitehead, Pat. Christmas Alphabet Book; illus. by Deborah Colvin Borgo. Troll, 1985.
ISBN 0-8167-0365-5; 28p. $9.89.
Santa oversleeps on Christmas Eve, is wakened by an elf, is given a Christmas
NR quilt to keep warm in the sleigh by Mrs. Claus, and (in seven pages) takes off, goes
4-6 all over the world, and zooms home saying "Merry Christmas! And to all a good
yrs. night." As a Christmas story this is hackneyed as well as slight; as an alphabet book
it fails because of the poor choice of words to illustrate letters. The text for the last
few pages (Tt to Zz) consists of "Now Santa takes off. He goes downhill...and up-
hill... from city to village. He goes all over the world. Christmas is so exciting.
Finally, the tired Santa Claus yawns." 'My work is now done' Santa zooms home
on his sled," ending with the farewell quoted above. The illustrations have ample
white space but are of pedestrian quality.
Williamson, Duncan, ad. Fireside Tales of the Traveller Children: Twelve Scottish Stories;
illus. by Alan B. Herriot. Harmony Books, 1985. ISBN 0-517-558521. $12.95.
Reviewed from galleys.
With an introduction addressed to adults and with tales that are long and occa-
Ad sionally cumbersome, this may be of more interest to students of folklore than to
6- young readers. The "Travellers" are described as a segment of Scottish society that
is peripatetic in clement weather (sounding much like gypsies or tinkers) and that has
a great oral tradition. The book was first published in Scotland in 1983 and has been
edited by Williamson's wife, a fact stated only in the preface. The tales are well-if
occasionally heavily-told, with footnotes and a glossary to explain colloquial words
or terms. The twelve stories have motifs and devices that readers familiar with the
genre will recognize, often in fresh combinations. The first story, "The
Hedgehurst," for example, combines some of the aspects of "Beauty and the Beast"
with the skin-shedding that is a device in so many animal-mate stories. "The King
[39
and the Lamp" is an example of the poor man's wisdom prevailing over royal
obtuseness; in "The Pot that went to the Laird's Castle" the concept of a charmed
container that brings wealth to the poor is used in a story that exemplifies the
traveller family's way of life. A useful new source for storytellers.
C.U. Storytelling
Winthrop, Elizabeth. The Castle in the Attic. Holiday House, 1985. ISBN 0-8234-0579-6.
179p. $12.95.
William is ten, both of his parents work, and he has always been taken care of by
Ad Mrs. Phillips; when she tells him she is going home to England, he is distraught,
4-6 even though her farewell gift is a large replica of a castle, a toy that has been in her
family for generations. There's one little figurine, Sir Simon, and a tale that he will
some day come to life. For William, he does, and the boy becomes completely
involved with Sir Simon and then with a Mrs. Phillips that William has caused to
shrink, by a magic token, to Sir Simon's size. The only way that he can show repen-
tance and rescue her is to shrink himself. Thus begins William's quest and his battle
with a malevolent wizard in the other-world of the castle in the attic. The story
works well as fantasy as long as it is fused with reality, but once the out-of-time
sequence begins, it is less convincing. The problems of the castle world are solved,
Mrs. Phillips and William regain their proper size and say a poignant farewell (their
relationship is the strongest aspect of the story) and William, newly confident, is on
his own.
D.V. Older-younger generations; Self-reliance
Wrightson, Patricia. Night Outside; illus. by Beth Peck. Athenum, 1985. ISBN 0-689-50363-6.
$11.95. Reviewed from galleys.
From a major Australian writer, a book first published in 1979 is, unlike most of the
Ad Wrightson fantasy titles published in the United States, a realistic story. It is also less
4-6 cohesive, weak in structure although not in writing style. When their father, ill and
irascible, throws a pet bird out the window, Anne and James rush out into the night to
find the budgerigar. They meet and respond to some of the floating population of the
night: the disturbed but harmless Cyril, whose repeated and only chalk graffito is
"Eternity," a kindly bag lady who helps them in their hunt, and others. They find the
bird; they also find their father, despite his illness and his bad temper, searching the
streets for them, loving and worried. Too diffuse for its length, this might have been a
taut short story.
D.V. Father - child relations
York, Carol Beach. A Likely Story. Ballantine, 1985. ISBN 0-345-31635-5. 136p. Paper. $2.25.
Not be be confused with Mary Lavin's story by the same title, published by Mac-
M millan in 1957, this is a run-of-the-mill story of adolesence. The book is divided into two
6-9 parts: Amy at Fourteen, and Amy at Seventeen (see Ellis review in the September issue
which is divided into Jamie at Fourteen, and Jamie at Seventeen). York is a capable
writer; that is evident in the fact that the style is adequate and the characters believable.
But this is a very dull book. At fourteen Amy feels left out and invents a boyfriend; at
seventeen she acquires a boyfriend. There are relationships with friends and family as
filler, and a didactic note in the lesson Amy learns when her first lie about the invented
boy leads to complication, more lies, and a guilty conscience, but filler is all it is.
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COMING-AND-GOING MEN
FOUR TALES
by Paul Fleischman
Pictures by Randy Gaul
"The year is 1800, the place, New Caanan, Vermont. In these four
stories, tradesmen and artisans pass through the town where they
touch and are touched by the people who live there. Fleischman's
masterful interlacing of these stories, his unique plottings, and his
elegant command of the lan-
guage place [them] far above
most works for children"
-(Starred) ALA Booklist
"Fresh imagery, lightened by
subtle humor-as if Mark
Twain had edited Nathaniel
Hawthorne."-The Horn Book
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Ages 11 up. $11.06* $10.89t
Also by Paul Fleischman
THE BIRTHDAY TREE
Pictures by Marcia Sewall
Ages 5-8. $10.53*
GRAVEN IMAGES
Pictures by Andrew Glass
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Newbery Honor Book 1983
Ages 12 up. $10.53* $10.56'
THE HALF-A-MOON INN
Pictures by Kathy Jacobi
Ages 10up. $10.89'
PATH OF THE PALE HORSE
A Charlotte Zolotow Book
Golden Kite Honor Book for
Fiction 1983
Ages 12 up. $9.57* $9.89'
SHarver)Ro&w
'Invoice pnce, I KAUL Ed. HAHPERCREST Library L 10 E. 537 St., New York 10022Ed. Publisher's price only and in no way reflects
the price at which available from any other source. 181 7
TEDDY GOES OUTSIDE
Written and illustrated
by Amanda Davidson
Ages: 2-5 Grades: PreK-KSeptember $3.95
LC: 85-60279 ISBN: 0-03-005004-9
Board Book
TEDDY'S FAVORITE FOOD
Written and illustrated
by Amanda Davidson
Ages: 2-5 Grades: PreK-KSeptember $3.95
LC: 85-60280 ISBN: 0-03-005002-0
Board Book
TEDDY CLEANS THE HOUSE
Written and illustrated
by Amanda Davidson
Ages: 2-5 Grades: PreK-KSeptember $3.95
LC 85-60281 ISBN: 0-03-005003-0
Board Book
TEDDY GOES SHOPPING
Written and illustrated
by Amanda Davidson
Ages: 2- Grades PreK-KSeptember $3.95
LC: 85-60278 ISBN: 0-03-004999-7
Board Book
I WANT THAT!
Written and illustrated
by Anne Sibley O'Brien
Ages: 2-5 Grades: PreK-KSeptember $3.95
LC: 85-5640 ISBN: 0-03-005012-X
Board Book
WHERE'S MY TRUCK?
Written and illustrated
by Anne Sibley O'Brien
Ages: 2-5 Grades: PreK-K
September 53.95LC: 85-5579
ISBN: 0-03-005013-8
Board Book I
SHENANDOAH NOAH
Jim Aylesworth
Illustrated by Glen Rounds
Ages: 5-8 Grades: K-3 September $11.45
LC: 84-22554 ISBN: 0-03-003749-2
Piture Book
TOAD IS THE UNCLE
OF HEAVEN:
A Vietnamese Folk Tale
Retold and illustrated byJeanne Lee
Ages: 5-8 Grades: K-3 October $12.45
LC: 85-5639 ISBN: 0-03-004652-1
Picture Book
THE GHOST-EYE TREE
.Bill Martin, Jr. and John Archambault
MOON TIGER
Phyllis Root
lustrated by Ed Young
Ages: 5-8 Grades: K-3 October $12.45
LC: 85-7572 ISBN: 0-03-000042-4
Picture Book
THE MIRACLE CHILD:
A Story from Ethiopia
Retold by Elizabeth laird and
Abba Areg iWolde Gabriel
llustrated with reproductions
Ages: 5-9 Grades: K-4 October $12.45
LC: 85-45374 ISBN: 0-03-006052-4
Picture Book
JEFFRYS GHOST AND
THE FIFHGRADE DRAGON
David A. Adler
Illustrated by Jean Jenkins
Ages: 7-10 Grades: 2-5 October $9.70
LC: 85-886 ISBN: 0-03-069281-4
Easy Reading
A CHILD'S BOOKOF PRAYERS
Selected and illustrated
by Michael Hague
Ages: 7-10 Grades: 2-5 October $11.45
LC: 85-8380 ISBN: 0 03-001412-3
Picture Book
ALICE'S ADVENTURES
IN WONDERLAND
Lewis Carroll
Illustrated by Michael Hague
Ages: 7-11 Grades: 2-6 September $14.45
LC: 85-856 ISBN: 0-03-002037-9
Fiction
GUILTY OR INNOCENT?
Anita Gustafson
Holt, Rinehart & Winston
521 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10175
ITe liWag ofs prie for s ly tit kIt tlbl artlWmene is mt Ilded to cotrol the retell price theref.
THE MILLER HIS SON
AND THEIR DONKEY
Aesop
Illustrated by Eugen Sopko
Ages: 5-8 Grades: -3 October $10.95
LC: 85-7198 ISBN: 0-03-005733-7
A North-South Book
Pictre Book
THE MYSTERIOUS TOYSHOP
Cyril W Beaumont
Illustrated by Wyndham Payne
Ages: 8-11 Grades: 3-6 October $13.50
LC 85-11555 ISBN: 0-03-005852-X
Published in association with
The Metropolitan Museum of Art
Facsimile
TALKING TO THE SUN:
An Illustrated Anthology of
Poems for Young People
Selected and introduced by
Kenneth Koch and Kate Farrell
Illustrated with reproductions
Ages: 9-13 Grades: 4-8 November $18.45
LC: Pending ISBN: 0-03-005849-X
CATS' TALES:
Feline Fairy Tales from
Around the World
Retold and illustrated
by Elenore Schmid
Ages: 5-8
Grades: K-3 October$12.95 LC: 85-7185
ISBN: 0-03-005732-9
A North-South Book
Story Book
LITHLE MAN
FINDS A HOME
Written and illustrated
by Max Velthuijs
Ages: 5-8 Grades: K-3
October 18.95
LC: 85-7247 ISBN: 0-03-005734-5
A North-South Book
Picture Book
GOLDILOCKS AND THE
THREE BEARS
Retold and illustrated by
Bernadette Watts
Ages: 5-8 Grades: K-3
October $10.95
LC: 85-7192 ISBN: 0-03-005737-X
A North-South Book
Picture Book
Detail from Theepat oftbelion
by enri Rousseaufrom Talking to the Sun i
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Distinguished Poetry from SCRIBNERS
I
/i 11'JI VI I fIlLJDLC.
rHE POETRY
TROUPE
Compiled and decorated by
/ ISABEL WILNER
The only anthology of poems designed to be
read aloud, this collection has been hailed as
"spontaneous combustion between an
enthusiastic school librarian and a number of
responsive children. Lively, humorous,
widely varied, skillful, and appealing; the
sounds in it are irresistible...the organization
of the book itself is melodious:'
B kli t 01
$12.95/0-684-15198-7 U
For a complete, annotated brochure on poetry for children published by Charles Scribner's
Sons, Atheneum Publishers and Margaret K. McElderry Books please write to:
CHILDREN'S MARKETING DEPT., SCRIBNER BOOK COMPANIES, INC.
115 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10003
SSONG
IY HEAD
:E HOLMAN
d by Jim Spanfeller
ian is the honored author of Slakes
1o and other novels imbued with the
cism that makes her poetry equally
emorable. In this collection, 41
egantly economical poems are
Ilustrated by the delicate drawings
of another award-winner: Spanfeller's
pictures mirror the echoic lines in
each lovely line...All the entries
reward the reader with ideas to
think about or simply to enjoy":
-Publishers Weekly
$11.95/0-684-18295-5
I
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LET'S-READ-AND-FIND-OUT SCIENCE BOOKS"
by Seymour Simon
Full-color pictures
by Barbara and Ed Emberley
(Computer Book) 1
Meet the
Computer
EZ the Robot and his friends introduce
the computer, take a look inside, and
Bits and Bytes
A Computer Dictionary for
Beginners
EZ and friends help make computer
learning fun with their brief, easy-to-
understand definitions of common
computer terms.
(Computer Book) 2
How to Talk to
Your Computer
Using BASIC and Logo as examples,
this step-by-step introduction to
computer "languages" explains what
The BASIC Book
With this introduction to using BASIC,
beginners can learn how to PRINT.
ENTER, and RUN their own programs-
and even how to play a question-and-
answer game.
Each: Ages 5-9. $11.06* $11.89* Paper, $3.80*
Crowell
Junior BooksW E 53rd St.. Nw 0rk 10022
*Invoice price TRADE or PAPER Ed. -LIBRARY
Ed. Publisher's price only and in no way reflects
the price at which available from any other source.

"At the top of the list for an age group for whom it is
sometimes difficult to find books"*
I
I
t
C
t
II
E
E. Dutton, 2 Park Ave. J TO New York, N.Y 10016
"Comic, deftly plotted...a sprightly beginning
for a welcome new series"-The Horn Book
EATON STANLEY
AND THE
MIND CONTROL
EXPERIMENT
An Eaton Stanley Adventure
By David A. Adler
"Eaton Stanley, a walking encyclopedia,
convinces sixth-grade classmate Brian
Newman to join him in an experiment to tr
to affect their teacher's behavior....Studen
will enjoy this swift-paced, light story...witl
funny line drawings."
-School Library Journal
Illus. by Joan Drescher. Ages 7-11.
Bookstore Price: $10.95. Library Price: $10.63.
I
Atheneum congratulates
ULLAN MOORE
Winner of the 1985 NCTE Award for
Excellence in Poetry for Children
Teacher, editor and one of our most distin-
guished poets for young people, Lilian
Moore's poetry sprang from her desire to
help children love reading. To explain her
aims in writing verse she penned the follow-
ing quatrain.
Poets look at what they see
As if it all were new
Then in their poems they tell us
"You look, too!"
For an annotated brochure on poetry forchildren pub-
lished by Atheneum, Margaret K. McElderry Books and
Charles Scribner's Sons, including books by previous
NCTE Award recipients Myra Cohn Livingston and Eve
Merriam, please write to:
CHILDREN'S MARKETING DEPARTMENT,
SCRIBMER BOOK COMPANIES, INC.
115 Fifth Avenue, New York, N.Y. 10003
Books by Lilian Moore
published by Atheneum
include
I FEEL THE
SAME WAY,
THINK OF SHADOWS,
and
SOMETHING NEW
BEGINS:
New and Selected Poems.
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THE RANDOM HOUSI
SFAJRY TA
Amy Ehrlich elegantly retells nineteen best-loved tales from /
and others. Caldecott Honor Winner Diane Goode provides
half in full color. And the result is a 224-page masterp
tinguished successor to the highly acclaimed Random Ht
Children. This second volume in the Random House L
wing
Imark
ication of
ndom House
of Poetry
r Children...
E BOOKOF
Andersen, Grimm, Perrault,
200 exquisite illustrations,
)iece -a lavish and dis-
ouse Book ofPoetryfor
ibrary of Children's
/7VA
Literature will live happily ever after in every
lection. Introduction by Bruno Bettelheim.
A Book-of-the-Month Club Selection.
Grades K-4 $14.95 (0-394-85693-7):t$14 99(0-394-9
The "marvelous"* Random House Book
of Poetry for Children...
"An impressive anthology ... selected [by Jack Prelutsky] with loving and
knowledgeable care" - Bulletin of the Centerfor Children's Books. "Marvel-
ous'-*School Library Journal. An ALA Notable Book for 1983. 572 poems.
More than 400 illustrations by Arnold Lobel.
Grades 1-7 $14.95 (0-394-85010-6):t $14.99 (0-394-95010-0)
S tGibraltar Library Binding, educational list price. Resellers are free to charge wh
RANDOM HOUSE
201 East 50th Street, New York, N.Y. 10022
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marks a signincan coming o0 age
for the adolescent worldwide.
Inaugurated in 1971, AP publishes investigations of adolescence as a
distinct stage of psychological, social, and biological development. AP is
sponsored by the American Society for Adolescent Psychiatry (ASAP),
which is committed to the emotional and psychosocial development of the
adolescent, and advocates exploring the political and social issues involved.
Exploring such topics as training in adolescent psychiatry, the parenting
alliance and adolescence, death anxiety, and self-immolation and suicide,
AP12 features 34 articles by some of the world's leading psychiatrists
and behavioral scientists. Included in the contents are special sections
on countertransference responses to adolescents, and psychotherapeutic
issues in the treatment of adolescents and youth.
*Members of the ASAP receive this volume as part of their 1986 dues.
Ads Psych
D-eveomna an Clnia Stde
- crucial to your work with adolescents
Send today for a FREE brochure.
O[ Yes! Send me a FREE brochure featuring the full contents of
Volume 12. and information on each previous volume's contributions
to the understanding of adolescence.
Name
Address
City State/Country Zip
Mail this coupon to The University of Chicago Press, Journals Division. Dept SS6SA, Box
37005. Chicaao, IL 60637.
Volume 12 of the Annals of the American Society for Adolesce
by Sherman C. Feinstein. (Cloth, 294 p., ISBN 0-226-24058-4
customers entering a standing order to the Series. Visa or Mast
To order, or to receive price and order information on previou
the Series, write to The University of Chicago Press, Journals
Dept SS6SA, Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
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Important fiction from SCRIBNERS
"This is Lynn Hall at her best, in a
story that is poignant and potent, a
story of love that is wise and altruis-
tic."'-Bulletin of the Center for
Children's Books. "Sensitively treats
the real but necessarily limited love
between a 15-year-old girl and her
high school teacher, who briefly
nurture a platonic but deeply felt
affection and give each other the
esteem they both need."-Booklist.
*"A thoughtful novel about love, its
possibilities and its limitations."
-School Library Journal (starred)
$11.95/0-684-18312-9/Ages 12 up
[VER
By LYNN HALL
"A superb novel, rooted in the history of the American
Revolution, 1777-78. Dramatic events on an isolated
settlement, Okracoke on the Outer Banks of North Carolina,
form the plot....The story's excitement never flags and the
secret revealed at the smashing finale is Edwards' crown-
ing touch.... Beautiful writing, intriguing characters and
related subplots add up to a very rewarding book."
-Publishers Weekly (boxed review)
$12.95/0-684-18315-3/Ages 12 up
George
Midglett's
WBy SALLY
War EDWARDS
CHARLES SCRIBNER'S SONS W115 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10003
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You answer your students' questions.
Who answers yours?
How can a teacher praise effectively? How important are sex differences
in children's classroom experiences? How do teachers interpret-and
misinterpret-student behavior?
Whether you're a teacher or a teacher of teachers, you'll find that every
issue of The Elementary School Journal seeks answers to questions
that are important to you.
Sometimes the questions focus on a particular topic that provides a
theme for an entire issue: gifted education, writing instruction,
mathematics education, motivation.
In short, ESJ addresses your everyday concerns as a teacher (or
administrator) in a rapidly changing world. Shouldn't it be as much a
part of your professional life as a piece of chalk?
Published bimonthly September through May. 1-year rates: Indiv. $22; NAESP Indiv.
$18.70; Instit. $30; Student (with copy of ID) $17. Outside USA add $2.50. Visa and
MasterCard accepted. Mail complete charge card information, payment, or purchase order
to The University of Chicago Press, P.O. Box 37005, Chicago, IL 60637.
ESJ: Because you're never out of
school.
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